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HEITEC – INDUSTRY EXPERTISE IN 
AUTOMATION AND ELECTRONICS

HEITEC is an innovative supplier of automation and 
electronics to a wide range of industries. We offer 
solutions, products, and services that help opti-
mize production, and the company has been very  
successful in developing software, electronics, and 
the associated mechanical systems for the transition 
to Industrie 4.0.
HEITEC has grown vigorously over the past few  
years and now has a workforce of more than 1,000 
people at numerous locations in Germany and 
abroad.

Our experienced employees have in-depth technical 
knowledge and also know the specific requirements 
of many industries, including automotive, packaging 
technology, energy, medicine, food and beverage, 
shipbuilding, aerospace, and logistics. This experi-
ence is continuously being poured into more projects, 
providing us with a rich pool of proven solutions for a 
wide variety of industries.
Our development and production processes are  
audited and certified for each industry and guarantee 
long-lasting product solutions.
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HEITEC offers solutions, products, and services for 
optimizing production and products. Through a com-
bination of software, mechanical components, and 
electronics, we implement your specific require-
ments in the best possible way – whether this involves 
planning and implementing automation solutions or 
production plants, designing measurement and tes-
ting systems, creating software solutions, or develo-
ping and series-producing components and systems 
for industrial electronics.

Core competency 
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Automation – getting production  
networked faster
HEITEC’s portfolio of solutions includes automation, 
measurement and testing technology, robotics, and 
complete production systems, as well as power 
technologies.
As experts in automation and information technology, 
we offer solutions for faster production networking 
with HEITEC 4.0 – from digital plant and process 
planning to virtual commissioning and monitoring 
plants and production processes. These solutions 
provide the basis for designing an intelligent factory 
with adaptive machines and plants as well as decen-
tralized production controls.

Electronics – from idea to product 

Our comprehensive portfolio helps you achieve your 
system solution more swiftly, cost-effectively, flexibly, 
and safely – from the module to the board design all 
the way to the complete chassis. Thanks to our ex-
tensive experience from many projects with differing 
levels of added value in a range of demanding indus-
tries and for many different target applications, we 
understand your specific requirements and reflect 
them in our solutions.
We have a comprehensive library of proven hard-
ware, software and mechanical building blocks that 
we can draw on for every solution we create.

INDUSTRY EXPERTISE IN AUTOMATION AND ELECTRONICS

An application-oriented and gradual 
implementation of Industrie 4.0

 › Optimization of processes, plants, and quality

 › Reduced implementation times

 › Reduced throughput times

 › Reliable planning based on real-time data

 › Optimized utilization of materials  
and components

 › Improved design quality

Expertise in custom-made solutions

 › Customer-specific products and solutions 
implemented more swiftly, safely, and cost-
effectively

 › Products perfectly thanks to in-depth know-
ledge of the industry – including for deman-
ding, regulated markets

 › The same high development and production 
quality for both small and large series

 › Optimized products with a high test scope

 › Ongoing development of products throughout 
the entire lifecycle
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Automation 

Production systems
HEITEC supplies individual machines and facilities for 
your tasks and projects. Over 30 years of ex perience 
in plant engineering, machine tool construction, and 
robotics guarantee a level of flexibility, availability, 
and productivity of your production facility.
The high availability of HEITEC solutions is based 
on proven and reliable technology and standardized 
partial solutions. With more than 400 turnkey facilities 
installed worldwide, HEITEC is a qualified partner for 
process automation.

 › Digital planning/simulation

 › Robot automation

 › Assembly solutions, handling systems for  
production machines and x-ray inspection  
systems

Automation
HEITEC offers you innovative solutions for new pro-
jects and plant modernizations – from the planning 
stage to comprehensive automation – in engineering 
and plant construction as well as for manufacturing 
companies.

 › SPS programming/HMI

 › Virtual commissioning for new plants and retrofits

 › Vertical integration, including SAP

 › Qualification, validation
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FROM PLANNING TO COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTIONS

Measurement and  
testing technology
HEITEC is a qualified solution provider for tasks in 
measurement and test engineering. Whether we’re 
consulting or building complete systems, HEITEC  
offers an extensive range of services.

 › Online and offline solutions through automated 
testing instruments

 › Simulation development

 › Module and component testing

 › Test stand construction

 › Industrial image processing

 › Surface measurement

 › Material testing

Energy technology
HEITEC provides industrial companies and the power 
and maritime sectors with a comprehensive service 
portfolio with manufacturer-independent expertise. 
We offer our customers extreme flexibility – from the  
initial concept to the final implementation – on all voltage  
levels and throughout the entire project cycle in the 
fields of power generation, power transmission, and 
power distribution.

 › Substations

 › Process instrumentation and control

 › Safety engineering

 › Grid access

 › System integration
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FROM IDEA TO PRODUCT

Electronics 

Electronics
HEITEC develops only products and systems for our 
customers. You decide, based on your business mo-
del, how much of our portfolio of solutions you would 
like to draw on. And we guarantee that all products 
and solutions are developed, inspected, tested and 
manufactured to maximum quality levels under cer-
tified conditions.
We use state-of-the-art, environmentally friendly ma-
nufacturing and soldering methods to manufacture 
modules and components for our customers on our 
own SMT lines. Extensive testing and inspection pro-
cedures ensure consistent quality.

 › FPGA designs

 › Board design

 › Embedded software development

 › Totally integrated system solutions

 › Production of boards and systems

Chassis Technology
Selecting the right chassis technology is the basis 
for an efficient end product. HEITEC’s skills lie in our 
many years of experience covering everything from 
mechanical design to ensuring electromagnetic com-
patibility and effective heat dissipation concepts for 
highly complex systems.

 › Components

 › Chassis

 › System platforms

 › Pre-assembled systems

 › System solutions
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INDUSTRY EXPERTISE IN AUTOMATION AND ELECTRONICS

Business Units 

 › SPS programming/HMI

 › Virtual commissioning 
of new systems and 
retrofits

 › Vertical integration, 
including SAP

 › Qualification, validation

 › Digital planning/
simulation

 › Robot automation

 › Assembly solutions, 
handling systems for 
production machines 
and x-ray inspection 
systems

 › Online and offline 
solutions through 
automated testing 
instruments

 › Simulation  
development

 › Module and component 
testing

 › Test stand construction

 › Industrial image  
processing

 › Surface measurement

 › Material testing 

 › Substations

 › Process instrumenta-
tion and control

 › Safety engineering

 › Grid access

 › System integration

 › FPGA designs

 › Board design

 › Embedded software 
development

 › Totally integrated 
system solutions

 › Production of boards 
and systems

 › Chassis technology

Consulting, planning, 
and project execution 

Service and  
maintenance 

Development  
and design 

Production  
and testing 

Commissioning  
and training

Automation Production systems Electronics Measurement and 
testing technology

Energy technology
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Industry expertise 

Our customers come from many different, demanding  
industries, within which we focus on specific pro-
cesses and applications. Our industry specialists 
help us understand these industries’ specific needs 
and regulatory requirements and reflect them in our 
solutions.
Our skills in developing and manufacturing the appro-
priate components and systems are confirmed by a 
range of certificates.
As digitalization becomes more widespread, the soft-
ware is playing an increasingly important role.

Engineering and plant construction
 › Machine control systems

 › Measuring and testing systems

 › Visualization systems

 › Intelligent sensor/actuator technology

 › Digital system and process planning

 › Virtual commissioning

Automotive
 › Basic automation

 › Automated inspection systems

 › Industrial x-ray technology

 › Industrial image processing

 › Automation and robotics

 › Robot-based assembly systems

Power engineering
Basic and detail engineering, manufacturing and testing, 
assembly and commissioning for:

 › Power plant control technology

 › Power generation

 › Power transmission

 › Power distribution

Information and communications technology
 › Electronics for:

 › Switching systems

 › Management systems

 › Data transmission and storage

 › Testing systems

 › Server systems
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SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS FOR DEMANDING MARKETS

Logistics
Modernization of warehouse management systems:

 › Mechanical components

 › Drive technology

 › Automation systems

 › Network technology

 › Vertical IT integration

Aerospace
Measuring systems, testing systems,  
and electronics for:

 › Cabin equipment

 › Instrumentation and control

 › Control and monitoring systems

 › Simulators

Medical technology
Electronics for:

 › Diagnostic systems

 › Analysis and therapy devices

 › Large medical devices

 › Laboratory equipment

 › Validation and qualification

Pharmaceuticals
 › Validation and qualification

 › Automation systems

 › Software development

 › Measuring and testing systems

 › Central control systems

 › Digital engineering

Maritime solutions
Engineering and system integration for switchgear,  
communication systems, and navigation systems for:

 › New building projects for mega yachts, PAX ferries, and 
cruise line, merchant, and navy vessels

 › New building projects for offshore platforms for wind energy 
technology

 › Spare-part, retrofit, and repair projects

Food and beverage
 › Digital system and process planning

 › Automation systems

 › Power management

 › Instrumentation and control
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Locations

Germany

 › Auerbach

 › Augsburg

 › Berlin

 › Bönnigheim

 › Chemnitz

 › Crailsheim

 › Eckental

 › Erlangen

 › Fürth

 › Hamburg

 › Heidenheim

 › Heilbronn

 › Kiel 

 › Kuchen

 › Munich

 › Neutraubling

 › Regensburg

 › Waiblingen

Austria

Hungary

Romania

Slovakia

Turkey


